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ABSTRACT  

  

Wind-turbine wakes are a fascinating theme of study, in light of the fact that momentum deficit and the amplified level of 

turbulence generated by turbines in a wind-farm result into reduced power output and non-steady loads on adjacent as well as 

downstream turbines. Conversely, wind-turbines are desired to be built as close to each other as possible in order to account for 

high land and civil works cost. Power losses of order of 10-20% have been noticed to occur due to wind turbine wakes in large 

wind-farms. Thus, precise evaluation of wake losses is a vital part of a wind-farm design process. Furthermore, study of combined 

effect of various wakes interacting with each other, on momentum deficit and their resultant turbulence is also very important to 

avoid power losses. This work revolves around investigation, analysis and comparison of diversified methods to model wind 

turbine wakes with regards to their ability and accuracy to characterize wake losses in comparison with available field data. Various 

approaches of wake modelling (Jensen,tLarsen, DynamictWake Meandering,tFuga and,tEllipsys3DtLES and RANS together with 

their explanations), have been elaborated and evaluated. Moreover, two well-known theoretical models namely The Top-Hat model 

and The Gaussian model, have also been discussed and scrutinized for calculation of velocity loss downstream of turbine, with the 

help of LES and field measurement data. The models have been evaluated on the basis of data obtained from the 

onshoretSexbierum and the offshoretLillgrund wind-farms. The definitive goal is to optimize wind-farm design by improving 

modeling of wake due to turbines and hence reduce power losses and increase efficiency of wind turbines.  

  

  

Index Terms— Wind turbine, wake, velocity deficit, turbulence, power losses, wind farm.  

  

  

1. INTRODUCTION1  

Wind turbine wake modeling focuses on the 

characterization of the flowtbehind thetwind turbine. There 

are twotphysicaltphenomena oftinterest in the wake: (1) 

insufficient speed (or pulse), which results in lower output 

powertof thetdownstream turbine and (2) increased 

turbulencetlevels, resulting in unstable load on the 

downstream turbine. Since the first phase of installation, the 

scale of offshore wind farms has increased, with up to 20 

turbines and 75 or more wind turbines. For a fleet of turbines 

with a rotor spacing of 4 to 8 times the rotor diameter (D), it 

can be estimated that the energy loss due to reactivation in 

the wind turbine is between 5% and 15% of the total energy 

output of the wind farm. The spacing of wind turbines above 

8-10D may not be feasible due to the high cost of installing 

submarine cables in wind farms. Thus, substantial benefits of 

accurate modeling of wind turbine wake in wind farm design 

can be achieved to minimize wind turbine spacing and power 

loss. Several models, such as the Risoe engineering model, 

the Risoe WAsP model, the Risoe analysis model, and the 

UO FlaP model, have been developed based on assumptions 

and varying conditions to accurately simulate the wind 

turbine's stone monument to determine the power loss 

associated with under-impact and turbulence downstream of 

the wind turbine. However, each of the above methods has 

its advantages, disadvantages and limitations. The power loss 

caused by wake-up and blade loading was studied in two 

main areas of the wake, called Donghe. The area of 

approximately 2-4 rotor diameters (D) immediately after the 

turbine and extending downstream of the turbine is referred 

to as the wake closure region. The area near the wake is 

strongly influenced by the geometry of the rotor, which 

results in the formation of eddy currents at the tip of the 

blade. In addition, significant axial velocity, pressure and 

wake expansion gradients occur in the near-tail region. 

However, in the case of a remote wake region, the rotor 

geometry only affects lower wind speeds and higher 

turbulencetintensity. Moreover, in the distant wake, the main 

physical attribute is turbulence. In addition to turbulence 
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caused by the rotor, large-scalet(or atmospheric)tturbulence 

also affects the underlying regions.  

In the case of insufficient speed and turbulence intensity, 

mixed turbulence, the recovery of the wake is accelerated. 

Insufficient speed uses a Gaussian distribution in the 

longrange wake, which is axisymmetric and similar. 

Although wake enhancement can significantly increase the 

unstable load of the downstream turbine, it also helps to 

speed up the recovery. All of these factors lead to different 

approaches to developing appropriate wind turbine wake 

patterns.   

  

2. ANALYSIS OF APPROACHES  

1st Approach: Among the many, this article introduces the 

six most commonly used models and their performance. 

First, a brief description of the components of the modeling 

wake-up is used to better demonstrate the differences 

between the modeling methods and then to baseline the 

onshore and offshore cases. Firstly, the Navier-Stokes 

equations including the Navier Stokes mean Navier-Stokes 

(RAN) and largeteddytsimulation (LES) models are 

introduced. Please note thattall oftthese conceptstare initially 

completer and more extensive than the details provided here, 

and are only explained for wake modeling. They analyzed the 

stray models described in the LillgrundtOffshore Wind Farm 

andtthe Sexbierum Earth (Jensen,tLarsen, Dynamic Wind 

Wakeup, Ellipsys 3D Solver and Fugue Flow (RANS and 

LES versions)). Finally, the model was compared and 

evaluated according to the implementation goals.  

  

A. Governing Equations  

  

 It should be said that the incompressible Navier-Stokes 

equation describes the physics of reactivation of wind 

turbines, excepttfor the bladettiptregion, because of the 

upward and downward wind speed changes of the wind 

turbine. Usually between 4 and 25 meters. / s. The equation 

that controls the Einsteinian symbol and Cartesian  

coordinates is [1]:-   

  
  

where u being velocity, x the positiontvector, Ptthe 

pressure, ρ the fluidtdensity, ν the kinematictviscosity, fi the 

externaltbodytforces, t the time, i, j thetdirectional 

componentstand Sij the strain ratettensor defined as [1]:-  

  

(i)  RANS  

The instantaneoustNavier–Stokestequations when 

timeweightedtaveraged in order totaccount for the turbulence 

effects,tresult intotwell-known RANS equations. The 

timeweighted average technique decomposestvelocity into 

an  

 
average   and a fluctuationtterm  , which is also called as  

the Reynoldstdecomposition. It is given as:-   

  
Whentapplied  to equations,  the  

continuitytequation becomes 

[1]: -  

  
Since the flow istassumed to betincompressible therefore,  

 and both  and  are solenoidal, which  

can be written as[1]: -  

  

The left- -written usingtthe  

continuitytrelation as 

[1]:-  

  
The time-averaging of Eq. (2), after considering Eq. (7), 

becomes: -  

  

The non-linear term  has been expanded using  

Reynolds decomposition as[1]: -  

  

From equation (8) and (9) we get  

  

where the term the Reynolds stress tensor, resulting 

from the non-linearitytof thetconvective terms, represents the 

averagedtmomentum transfertbecause of turbulent 

fluctuations. It contains six new unknown additional 

variables that must be modeled (since the application 

condition of the RANS angular momentum equation, 

therefore 6 instead of 9). Boussinesq introduced the concept 

of turbulenttviscosity or Foucault to simulate Reynolds 

number constraints. He described the turbulence effect as a 

larger liquid-liquid interaction and liquid-solid viscosity. 

However, this method assumes the effect of isotropic 

turbulence. The assumption that the Reynolds number 

constraint is associated with the average strain rate can be 

simplified as follows[1]: -  
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k is the turbulenttkinetic energy, δij is the Kroneckertdelta, Sij 

is the meantstraintratettensor as defined in Eq. (3), and νT is 

the turbulentteddytviscosity. The Boussinesqthypothesis 

states thattthe energyttransfertmechanism betweentturbulent 

vortices is very similar to that of molecular formation. 

However, unlike ν, νT is not a physicaltproperty of a fluid 

and represents a turbulent feature of the flow. Furthermore, 

directtnumerical simulation (DNS) indicates that theretistno 

correlationtbetween the terms u_i ^ u_j ^' and Sij. Therefore, 

this equation has notphysicaltbasis. (11) and assume that the 

anisotropic flow or the 3D flow is invalid for a simple cutting 

flow. Because they improve realism and maintain 

robustness,tassumptions are sometimes appliedtto various 

tools to provide a more accurate solution. Many studies 

provide a complete explanation of the turbulence model and 

the turbulent viscosity model.  

(ii)  LES  

LES istatpowerful technique that represents the turbulence 

characteristicstof a flowtby breaking it down into largetand 

smalltvortices. The small eddy current is filtered, and the 

influence of the large structure is solved by directly 

usingtthe Navier-Stokes equation, and the turbulent mixture 

is modeled in a small range. A sub-grid scale model is used 

to estimate a vortex that is smaller than the specific size x of 

the grid. To remove the sub-grid-scale, a filtertwithtwidth 

Δx is applied, which corresponds to thetconvolution of u(x,t) 

filtertfunction  in the form[1]:-  by the 

  
The sub-grid-scale field may be definedtas thetdifference  

between the actual andtfiltered flow: -  

   
Whentfiltering is appliedtto thetcombination of Eqs. (2) and  

(7) we get  

  
where Tij , the sub-grid  responsible for momentum 

exchangetbetween sub-grid and filteredtscales  

and is formulated as[1]: -  

  
U-grid stressttensor  

may be rewritten, analogous to the RANStequations as: -  

  
where Ŝij is the filteredtstrain ratettensor and νSGS is the 

subgrid-scale eddy viscosity[1].  

 
   

Cs, the Smagorinskytconstant, varies between 0.1and 0.2, 

dependington the flow properties, and Δ=(ΔxΔyΔz)1/3. There 

are various other sub-grid-scale models, some of whichtcan 

be found in the review of Lesieur et al.   

            Determining the delta of the filter width is the basis 

for characterizing the flux. The high cost of computing is 

one of the main problems with ERP in manytengineering 

applications.tHowever, when dealingtwith streams with 

solidtwall boundaries, the equation may become RANS. 

(16) and (11) have almost similar features. This hybrid 

method is called Separation Eddy Simulation (DES). For 

high Reynolds number fluxes with large-scale landslides, 

DES better represents flowtcharacteristics than RANStand 

LES.  

B.  Wake Models  

In this section antextensivetconceptual view of various wake 

modelsthas been discussed.  
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(i)  Infinite windtfarmtboundary layer model  

Frandsen developed a boundarytlayer model for the Infinite 

Wind Farm (IWFBL). In this model, the velocity profile 

around the turbine rotor, the "rotor layer", is reduced relative 

to the upper portion of the hub, and the two profilestare 

logarithmic, astshown in FIG. Figure 1. Assume that the 

turbines aretevenly spaced by the distance x in the wind farm, 

and the dimensionless spacing between the turbines is 

defined as follows: s = x / R, where R is thetradius oftthe 

turbine. Figure 1 shows the difference between the cutting 

forces around the height of the turbine hub as follows: -  

Figure 1:tIllustration of 

vertical flowtshear, shear forces and externaltforcestin 

IWFBLtmodel. where uh is the asymptotictspatialtaverage 

windtspeed at hub height, and t is thetsimplified thrusttterm. 

The relation betweentthetfrictiontvelocities and uh can 

betcalculated  

using [1]:-  

  
where u*2 represents the frictiontvelocity above and u*1 

below hubtheight. The logarithmictwind profile istvalid 

under the rotor layer, and can be used to relate uh to u*1 using 

logarithmic law. The simplified geostrophictlaw is applied 

for the region above that layer, and the resulting expression 

is given as: -  

  
where h istthethubtheight, fc being the Coriolistparameter, A* 

is a modified Atparameter from the resistancetlawtconstants, 

and G the geostrophictwindtspeed. The frictiontvelocities are 

parametrizedtas[1]: -  

  

  
The friction velocities, u*1 and u*2, maytbe calculated after 

solving for uh. Furthermore, Frandsen also approximated the 

reduction of windtspeed at hubtheight, Ru=uh/u0, where u0 is 

the undisturbed windtspeed at the same height, as:-  

  
z0 is the surface roughness.  

  

(a) Atmospherictstabilitytcorrection: Peña and Rathmann 

explain the effects of atmospherictstability by expanding the 

logarithmic distribution of winds and combine a correction 

term that depends ontdimensionless windtshear. The 

reduction in wind speed is almost similar to the shape of 

Flanders[1]: -  

  
However, both K1 and K2 have been adapted to incorporate 

atmospherictstability by adding or subtractingtthe stability 

function, Ψm(z/Ls):-  

 

    

              (18)   
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;  

  

u*2 for the section -  

 

   
Z00 is theteffective roughnesstlength of thetwind-farm.  

  

(ii)  The Jensen Wake Model  

The Jensentmodel is onetof the most populartmodels and is 

used in engineering applications for its simplicity, realism 

andtrobustness. This description is basedton the study by 

Jensen and Katictet al. Use the controltvolume shown in 

Figure 2, where D = Dr represents the diameter of the rotor 

and assuming the inlet profile of the upper hood, the mass 

balancetbetween the rotortplane and the downward flow is 

generated[1]: -  

  
Intaddition, it is assumed that thetwake extends linearly as a 

function of thetdownstream distancetx of the velocity α, 

where Dw = Dr + 2αx and ur / u0 = 1-2a. Using the axial 

inductiontfactor, the fraction of windtspeed is reduced, a = 

(u0-ur) / u0, and the normalization speed can be determined 

as follows[1]: -  

  
Considering an idealtaxiallytsymmetric flow, with no 

rotation,tno turbulencetand conic shapetwake profile, the 

axial 

inductiontfactor may also be represented as: -  

Figure 2: ThetControltVolume used by JensentWake  

Model [1]  

  

Interpretation of Jensen Model (a) The ParktModel  

The parktmodel based on the Jensentwake model explains the 

effects of several awakenings on speed. In the original 

versiontof Katic et al., when the "underground rotor" was 

assumed, the interaction on the wake-up floor was 

considered. In order to determine the efficiencytof a 

windtfarm, the combined effectstof fourtdifferent recovery 

mechanisms must be considered:  

  

1.tDirectly wind the wind rotor around the wind.  

2. Reflect the wind "underground rotor".  

3. Protect the rotor from the wind, located on the left or right 

side of the rotor,tdirectly resisting the wind.  

4.tReflected by the shadow of the rotor, on the left ortright 

side of the windtdirection.  

  

In order to determine the velocity deficit at the nth turbine, 

local wakes  [1]. 

   
  

(b) Infinite  row  of  turbines  

  

Based on his wake model, Jensen also designed an  under-

speed model for an infinitetarray of windtturbines. If the 

speed of the last part of antinfinite arraytof  

windtturbines is defined as uinf, then [1]: 

-  

  

Where: - 

  

(c) Infinite Park Wake model   

Assuming fourtoverlapping oftwakes in the Parktwake 

model, the total 

waketdeficit δT is 

approximated as 

the 

quadratictsum of 

fourttypes 

oftwakes [1]:-  
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Rathmann et al. havetsolved those effectstanalytically and  

Peña and Rathmann proposed [1]:-  

    
where  δ0:  Initial  wake  deficit  δ0=(1-√(1-CT))   

sr : dimensionless streamwise separationtbetween turbines,  

i.e. sr =x/D and sf =y/D  y: cross-windtturbine-

turbinetdistance.  

(d) Wake  decay  coefficient:  

Assume that the term of the arousal attenuation 

coefficient α is 0.075, and the Park model is used for 

WAsP. However, Peña and Rathmann et al. It has been 

shown that the wake drop coefficient is a functiontof 

heighttroughness, atmospherictstability and turbulent 

separation.tFor practical reasons, the following 

relationship istrecommended [2]: -  

  
which has shown very goodtagreement with data from the 

Sexbierumtand the Horns Rev-I windfarms. Using the 

similarityttheory, α can also be relatedtto thetturbulence 

intensity,tTI, as α≈0.4TI.  

  

(iii) The Larsen Model  

  

(a) Early Version (1988)  

The model uses the symmetry axis shape of the RANS 

equation and the approximate thintshear layer. The 

pressure termtappearing in thetparabolic equation has 

been ignored, and the closed νT of the turbulent flow has 

been expressed by the Plant's mixed length theory [2]: -  

    
Where l is the length of the mixture and Sij is the tensor 

of the strain rate. This problem assumes a constant, 

asymmetrical and self-similar feature along the direction 

perpendicular to the flow. Larsen uses first-order and 

second-order approximations to test the solution of the 

RANS equation. In the first-ordertapproximation, the 

expressiontrequiring the solution and the continuity 

equation are simplified as follows 

[2]: -  

 

   
ux being the wake perturbation of the inflow along the 

axial direction, r being the radial direction and x being the 

axis of symmetry. In order to solve Equation (40), two 

boundary conditions are defined: (1) ux=0 on the 

boundary of the wake, and (2) U∞ ux, which is obtained 

by applying the momentum balance and assuming the 

inflow velocity to be much higher than the axial wake 

perturbations. Using those conditions, the wake radius, 

rw, and the axial (ux) and radial(ur) wake perturbations are 

determined as: -  

  

  
where CT is thetthrusttcoefficient, A is the rotortswepttarea, 

and c1 is a constant that istdefinedtempirically. The second 

ordertsystem employs fulltform oftthe RANStequations, 

which  were  latertfound  to  betnegligible 

fortmosttengineering applications.  

  

(b) Later Version (2009)  

Since the previous versiontof thetLarsen model considered 

the wake condition to be unique and did not provide a 

solution for several wake cases, the latter version of the 

Larsen model (2009) was proposed, which improved the 

boundary conditions and wind farm methods. The latest 

version uses the results of large-scale experimental analysis 

to better define boundary conditions. The firsttboundary 

condition istdefined only in the rotortplane, while the second 

boundary condition istdefined in the downstream fixed 

reference frame at a distance of 9.6 D. The waketradius and 

speed resulting from improved  

boundarytconditions are insufficient [2]: -  

    
Where:-  
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with R9.6D beingtthe waketradius at 9.6D, which is 

empiricallytcalculated using thetanalysis performedtby the 

Vinde for offshoretwind farm, and represented using 

atmospheric turbulencetintensity, Ia as [2]:-  

 
   

where the constants a1, a2, a3, a4 and b1 have already been 

described in Larsen. Two different methodologies have been 

used to calculate thetinflow speed considering the wind farm 

approach i-e. the geometrict(or linear)taveraging and 

momentumtbalance, which are given respectively as  

[2]: -  

  
where U istthe incomingtambient velocitytmodelled by 

logarithmic windtprofile. The velocitytinside the windtfarm 

is calculatedtusing the lineartaveraging as [2]: -  

  
where M is the total numbertof upstreamtrotors whose wakes 

affect the rotor m. The decomposition of Um cannot be 

performed linearly for the non-lineartapproach, therefore, the 

velocitytprofile imposedton rotor mtmay be defined as[2]: -  

  
4-point Gauss method is used to solve above two equations. 

Furthermore, the multiple-waketeffectstare superimposed 

using the simple lineartsum.  

  

(iv) Dynamic Wake Meandering Model (DWM)  

  

 The wake wake dynamic model (DWM) treats thetwake as 

atpassive tracertdriven bytlarge-scale turbulent structures in 

thetatmospheric boundarytlayer. The model can be studied in 

more detail using the work of Larsen et al. And Madsen et al. 

The three elements of the DWM model define the basic 

characteristics of the flow behind the turbine, as follows:  

  

(a) Insufficient speed / awake.  

(b) Awakening twists and turns.  

(c) An increased turbulent rotor.  

  

These three will be discussed separately in the following 

paragraphs. (a) Velocitytdeficit  

  

The DWM model is insufficiently initialized bytpressure 

gradients and expressed in a serpentine library. It uses an 

axisymmetric and stable profile behind the turbine. 

NavierStokes parabolic equation with inadvertent pressure 

terms and efficiency 

after equations[2]: -  

  
where Vr denotes the mean radial velocity. The eddy 

viscosity νT has been used in order to incorporate ambient 

turbulence intensity as [2]:-  

  
where k2 is an empirical flow field constant, b is the 

instantaneoustwakethalf width, Udef,min is thetminimumtwake 

windtspeed, UH is the hub-height wind speed, Iamb is the hub-

heighttambient turbulencetintensity, kamb is atcalibration 

constant, and F1 and F2 are filtertfunctions which depend 

upon downstreamtdistancetx.  

  

(b) Meandering of Wake  

  

 The DWM model describes thetwake as atpassive marker 

carried in atlarge-scale turbulent flow field where the eddy 

current is greater than the two rotor diameters. As a result, 

the large lateral and longitudinal velocitiestv andtw are 

significant, respectively. The feature velocity defines the 

wake displacement as follows [2]: -  

  

  
  

Where (xb, yb, zb) corresponds to the inertial coordinate 

system attached to the introduced turbulent frame, and Af is 

the region where the most reasonable average is calculated, 

where the form of the circle is the origin (yb, zb) diameter Dw. 

The lateral and vertical wake displacements are given  

  

  
Where T istthe timetinterval taken for the "snapshot" 

associated with thetpseudo-Lagrangiantmethod, represented 

by T = L / U, where L is thetlength of the assumed turbulent 

frame and ti is the time at which the speed is insufficient at 

the time of transmission. In addition, the initial conditions 

you get are [2]: -  
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It is important to note that thetwake deficittis nottaffected by 

the meanderingtprogress.  

  

(c) Rotor Induced Turbulence  

  

Turbulence caused by turbulence or wake caused by the rotor 

is defined astsmall-scale turbulence,ttip,troot and dawn 

vortex, and wake shear. The DWM model uses an isotropic 

Mann choke to simulate the aggregated turbulence of the 

wake at a given downstream location, the cross section being 

equal totthetrotortdiameter. In addition, it is assumed that the 

turbulence intensity of the added wake is symmetrical when 

rotated and does not affect the winding or speed shortage 

process. In summary,tthe turbulence generated in the DWM 

modeltincludes turbulent components from the windings, 

total waketturbulence, and environmental turbulence. The 

resultingtvelocitytfield can  

be evaluated as [2]: -  

 
  

  
where Ures, are thetaxial, lateraltand vertical 

velocitytcomponents, respectively. The sub-script aw 

denotes the added waketcomponent whereas the sub-script 

amb denotes thetambient involvement. Lastly, Um represents 

the unsteady velocity component resulting from the 

meandering of the velocity deficit and is given as: -  

    
where xm and rm denote the downstream axial and radial 

coordinates, respectively.  

  

(v) FUGA  

  

Fuga is a fasttengineeringttool based ontthe linearization 

equation of RANS.tIt uses a look-up table system to predict 

the velocity field downstream of the turbine and applies a 

linear sum to account for multiple-wake events. Due to its 

simple wake modeling, Fuga is considered one of the most 

powerful models based on digital fluid dynamicst(CFD). The 

method presented here is based on the work of Ott et al. The 

Cartesiantform of the RANS equation uses a  

simpletclosure and the eddytviscosity is equal to the viscosity 

typically used in atmospherictsurface layers: -  

  
  

Artificial induction of rotor velocity is not required as the 

equations used 

are not 

parabolized. An actuatortdisktmodel with a 

layeredtcontroltvolume is used to model the drag term and is 

given as[2]: -  

  

As a function, the Dirac δ function and Θ are functions of the 

step, (0 means negative parameter, 1 means positive 

parameter). Fluctuations due to the calculation of the 

resistance of the step function.  

  

Taylor's extension is used to linearize the simplified RANS 

equation by considering only zero-order and first-order 

terms. The situation without disturbing the flow or without 

the turbine is reflected in the zero-order equation. The first 

order equation is adjusted to the Hat function to define the 

first order drag force fx1. A Fourier transform with two 

mixedtspectraltvariables along the x and y directions is used 

to further simplify the resulting equation. In order to 

overcome the complexity associated with the resolution of 

the linearization model of the flow at low values z0, a new 

numericaltscheme istimplemented. The same is true for 

offshore sites that have a low roughness length and suddenly 

wake up.  

  

(vi) EllipSys3D  

  

Ellipsys3D is a 3-D generaltpurpose CFDtsolver employing 

a block-structuredtfinite volumetapproach with both RANS 

and LEStmodels availabletin it.  

  

(a) RANS  

  

The RANS version of Ellipsys 3D models the rotor astan 

actuatortdisk. Since it uses the elliptical form oftthe 

NavierStokes equation, no external induction is required. The 

FAST scheme is used for the discrete nonlinear term 

u_j(∂u_j)/(∂x_j). Ellipsys 3D can use several turbulence 

models. The recently developed model is the k-ε-fP model, 

which is an improved version of the widely used k-ε model. 

The standard model k-ε does not correctly predict the lack of 

speed in the wake near the wind turbine. However, the model 

k - ε - fP shows goodtagreement with LES data and LES 

measurements fortsingle and doubletwake cases, as well as a 

complete wind farm. In the turbulence model, turbulent 

turbidity is defined as [2]: -  

 

  
Where Cμ is a constant, k is the turbulent flow energy, and ε 

is the turbulent dissipation. In normal k-ε, fP = 1 and the 

viscosity coefficient of the effective EddyCμfP is also 

constant. However, in the model k - ε - fP, we assume that fP 

is a scalar function of local cutting parameters [2]: -  
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The scalar function fP in the k– ε–fP model is given as: 

-  

  
Where ζ is the shear parameter of the logarithmic 

atmospheric neutral layer and CR is the calibration 

parameter. When ζ = ζ, in the neutraltstabilitytsolution, fP = 

1. In the region of ζ &gt; ζ, f P &lt; 1 and the turbulent 

viscosity of the eddy current decreases. The high speed 

gradient characterizes the wake near the wind turbine, where 

ζζ. This results in a delayed wake recovery of the eddy 

viscosity model k-ε-fP relative to the norm k-ε. The degree 

of delayed wakeup recovery is controlled by the CR. Two 

turbulence models use the same transfer equation for k and ε  

  

P represents turbulent flow, ν represents the viscosity of the 

moving molecules, and Cε, 1, Cε, 2, ζk, and ζε are constants.  

When the standard k - ε is applied to a large airflow, it is 

convenient to adjust the intensity of the ambient turbulent  

IH∞ with Cμ by means of the reference height [2]: -  

  
Hence, the logarithmic solution is preserved with the help of 

regulating one of the above defined model constant [2]: -  

  
It should be noted that the performance of the fP function 

changes when Cμ is changed, which is undesirable. 

Therefore,tthe intensity of the ambient turbulence is 

determined with z0 and the friction velocity u* is modified 

to establish a free flow rate.tAs a result,tthe velocity in the 

flow profile is differenttfrom thetmeasured profile, and the 

difference introtor surface is only on the ordertof atfew 

percent.   

  

(b) LES  

  

The EllipSys3D LES performs a combination of basic LES 

equations. A hybridtscheme consisting of QUICKtand a 

fourth-order differential scheme is used for discrete nonlinear 

terms. Empirical constants were selected based on the study 

of Troldborg and the actuatortline model. There, the actuator 

wire is used to simulate the rotor, and the BEM defines the 

axial force, which requires the aerodynamics of the blade 

portion, which increasestthe efficiencytof the calculation. 

The logarithmic profile of the wind defines the inlet velocity, 

and the turbulence at the inlet is characterized by the Mann 

turbulence image, which is assumed to be a hypothesis of 

neutral atmospheric conditions.  

  

Second Approach: In this method, two important and 

different theoretical models were examined totpredict the 

downstream windtspeed of a vertical axis wind turbine with 

an H rotor. The first model of the model, Top-Hat, combines 

mass conservation and pulse theory when considering the 

under capable top hat distribution. Second model i-e. The 

Gaussian model assumes a two-dimensional Gaussian form 

of insufficient speed that satisfies mass conservation and 

pulse balance. Both methods are evaluated and compared 

using LES, as welltas field measurementtdata for reactivation 

of verticaltaxis wind turbines. The resultstshow that the 

Gaussiantmodel provides more accurate results than the top 

hat model, mainly because the assumptions of the previous 

model are more consistent with thetphysics of the 

downstream wake of thetturbine.   A theoretical description 

has been proposed to predict the downstream wind speed of 

the rotor of rotor H having blade H and rotortdiameter D. The 

two waketmodels have different velocity under-proportional 

assumptions that have been discussed, compared, and 

verified.  

(a) Top-Hat Wake Model  

 This model considers a rectangular shape wake with 

dimensions of Hw and Dw , expanding linearly as wake travels 

downstream [3].  

  
kwz: wake expansion rate in wall-normal direction  

kwy: wake expansion rate in spanwise direction  

  

  The normalized 

velocity deficit is given 

as[3]: -  

  
a=0.5(1-√(1-CT)): Induction factor Uw: 

velocity in wake in streamwise direction  

U∞: Upstream velocity  

ΔU: Velocity deficit  

CT = Fx /0.5ρ U2
∞ Ap: Thrust co-efficient  

Ap =DxH: Turbine Projected area  
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Fx: Total force acting on rotor in mean wind direction kwz 

=kwy =kw  

 If projected area is circular with diameter D, above 

mentioned relation yields famous Jensen model for HAWT 

wakes.  

  

(b) Gaussian Wake Model  

 Several researchers have recently shown that the lack of 

velocity has a self-similarity after normal distribution. Apply 

this assumption and implement quality continuity and 

momentum balance, the maximum speed is not as  

follows [3]: -  

  
  

Where:-  

σy: Standard deviation of velocity deficit in spanwise 

direction  

σz: Standard deviation of velocity deficit in wall-normal 

direction k*y:wake expansion rate in wall-normal 

direction k*z:wake expansion rate in spanwise 

direction β=0.5(1+√(1-CT))/(√(1-CT)) ε=0.5√β k*y =k*z 

=k*  

3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION (COMPARATIVE STUDY)  

1st Approach A. Sexbierum Wind Farm (Onshore)  

Sexbierum is a land-based windtfarm locatedtin the north of 

the Netherlands, about 4 km from the coast, on a flat and even 

surface, mainly composed of grass. It consists of 18 

turbinestwith a totaltinstalled capacity oft5.4 MW. The wind 

farm design is shown in Figure 3. The wind turbine in the unit 

is HOLECWPS30-3 with a rated power of 310 kW, a rotor 

diameter of 30.1 m and a height of 35 m. These turbines are 

height-adjusted to a wind speed of 5 m/s, a nominal wind 

speed of 14 m/s and a windtspeed of 20 m/s.  

In the case of Sexbierum, two reference points are defined; 

the case of singletandtdouble tables.  

 
Figure 3:tLayout of SexbierumtOnshore WindtFarm [1]  

  

(i)  Single wake case  

In the case of a single wake-up of Sexbierum, two different 

techniques for calculating the average wind direction are 

appliedtto Jensent(with wake attenuation coefficient, α = 

0.04) and Larsen results; considering the uncertainty of wind 

direction, the fan-shaped mean of wind direction (BinAve) ) 

and Gaussian average. For both models, the average tank was 

performed over a 30° wind direction with a 2.5° simulation 

run and averaged at 5° intervals. The  

Gaussian mean calculation method uses a standardtdeviation 

of 5° in the windtdirection, although no informationton wind 

direction uncertaintytis provided in thetcorresponding report. 

Note that the windtdirection of the free current is measured 

by the meteorologicaltmast and is given relative totthe line 

connecting the turbines T18 and T27, represented by 0°. The 

performance of the wake model in the neartwake regiontis 

compared to Figure 4. Regardless of the post-processing 

method, all model and solver results are significantly 

different from the measured values. Data is collected in 

approximately 43 hours, so they aretnot statistically 

representative.tThetdeviation may be due totatmospheric 

conditions. However,tthe atmospheretis likely totbe stable 

during thetmeasurement. With a small mixing oftthetstable 

atmosphere, thetwake takes longer to recover,twhich 

explains the depth of thetmeasured stele and the 

underestimation of the model, which is effective fortneutral 

conditions, especially in areas close to the wake. If we 

observe the performance of the model, Fuga, the Larsen and 

the standard k - εRANS underestimate the lack of speed, and 

k - ε - fp is compared with LES (remember, there is no 

Gaussian result for SO). Jensen's model, the simplest of 

which has a Gaussian mean, provides results that are very 

similar to the LES for 2.5D and 5.5D down distance. The 

Jensen model is superior to other models due to the wake 

attenuation coefficient used in the simulation. For sites 

located on the African continent, the recommended value is 

α = 0.075, while in our case α =  

0.04,  but  Peña  et  al.  α  may  be  lower.  

  

(ii) Double wake case   
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Figure 5 is a Jensen result (wake-up attenuation coefficient 

α = 0.04), a combination of Larsen and Fuga models,  

EllipSys3D RANS k-ε-fP and Ellipsys3D LES, where 

execution is performed in a manner similar to simple wakeup, 

with a compartment of 5° The step is 2.5°. As in the case of 

a single wake, the model usually predicts wake loss that may 

betdue totstable atmospheric conditions (the turbulence 

intensity is 9.5% at a roughness length of 0.045 m). In 

addition to thetperformance oftthe Jensen model, especially 

the medium-duty tray version, the Larsentmodel with a 

medium-sized tray seems to work very well compared to the 

results obtained with the LES. This may be due to the 

separation of the turbine in the case of a double wake (10D), 

which istvery closetto the distance of the calibration model 

(9.6D). On the other hand, the results of the Gaussian Larsen, 

Fuga and RANS k - ε - fP turbulence models appear to 

deviatetfrom thetmeasurements. Keep in mind that the 

Gaussian average may have a different wind direction than 

the graph.  

 
Figure 4:tSexbierum Single WaketNormalized Wind  

Speed at (a) 2.5D  (b) 5.5D  (c)8D downstream. [1]  

  

 
Figure 5:tSexbierum Double waketNormalized Power  

FlowtDirection=173±30º [1]  

Often, the model appears to deviate significantly from the 

measurement, which may be the result of a potentially stable 

feature of thetatmosphere. ThetJensen modeltwith low wake 

wear seems totprovide verytgood results, althoughtit is the 

simplest model. The conclusion is that post-treatment 

methods for stable cases should modify and postpone 

methods for developing neutral atmospheric conditions. Note 

that in all cases, the measured wake profile is far 

asymmetrical, which may be due to ground effects such as 

terrain complexity. Weather and observations may deviate in 

atmospheric stability due to seasonal variations in 

atmospheric stability. Wake-up modeling of wind farms, 

especially for onshore sites,trequirestmore input to model 

inputs, and the Sexbierumtcase is anothertexample oftdata 

problems encountered in wind farm simulations.  

B. Lillgrund Offshore Wind Farm  

Lillgrund Wind Farm is located in Øresund, 6 to 8 km from 

the west coast of Sweden and the south of Malmø. It 

includes 48 SWT-2.3-93 wind turbines with a total rated 

capacity of 110 MW. The Lillgrund wind farm has an 

irregular design with an intermediate gap and the internal 

spacing of the fan is 3.3 and 4.3 D for the rotor diameter, 

as shown in Figure 6. For the Lillgrund wind farm test rig, 

four reference points were specified, as shown below. The 

reference point includes 4 main cases. Each of these cases 

and the results are analyzed in the following paragraphs. 

For the Jensen model, we use a wake-up attenuation 

coefficient of 0.04, for the wake-up and quadratic sum, and 

for the Larsen model, apply the linear sum. In addition, the 

thrust coefficients in both models are thrust coefficients 

provided by the turbine manufacturer.  
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Figure 6:tLayout of LillgrundtOffshore WindtFarm [1]  

  

(i) Sector variation   

  

In Figure 7, for this case, two different average wind 

direction techniques are performed using three different 

models, with distances 3.3D and 4.3D spaced apart. The 

simulated wind direction is 2.5° and the average sediment 

is greater than 5°. The Gaussian mean is applied to the 5° 

standard deviation of the wind direction. In addition, the 

same technique applies to Fuga, considering the 

uncertainty of wind direction when using a Gaussian 

distributiontof 4.9°. The Larsen and Fuga models 

underestimated the wake loss of the secondtturbine att3.3D 

and 4.3D. However, bothtmodels are designedttotsimulate 

a larger downward flow behavior. Furthermore, as shown 

in Fig. 8(a), insufficient prediction of insufficient wake is 

compensated by good prediction of subsequent lines, 

especially for the Larsen model. Gaumond et al. have 

demonstrated that these models are more effective for the 

wider wind direction region of Lillgrund. In our case, the 

EllipSys3D RANS model k - ε - fP provides excellent 

performance in estimating the power of the second wind 

turbinetbecause the fp functiontdelays waketrecovery 

compared to the standard model k - ε.   

  

(ii)  Speed Recovery  

In Figure 9, the recovery point is clearly visible at 16.5D 

for 120 ± 2.5°, and at 172.2 ± 222° for 17.2D. Recovery is 

captured in all models. In this particular case, Larsen and 

the model k - ε - fP seem to estimate energy production, 

especiallytafter thetsecond turbine.tThe Jensen and Larsen 

models use Gaussian distribution to post-process wind 

direction uncertainty to produce better results, which is also 

the case of the previous reference point. Fuga seems to 

overestimate the energy production of the first 

downstreamtturbine and then underestimate the energy 

production of subsequent turbines, including recovery 

points at 3.3D spacing. The 4.3D spacing is similartto the 

previous reference point, and the consistency between  

Fuga  and  measurement  is  improved.  

  

(iii) Powertdeficit as atfunction oftturbulence intensity  

  

The typical uncertaintytof powertshortage in the case of 

turbulence is representedtby theterror barstof Figure 10, 

with atconfidence leveltof 68% fortSCADA results. 

Jensen's original model did not take into account the 

turbulence changes, it remained unchanged. The Larsen 

model and Fugue differ greatly from thetmeasurements, 

especially forthigh turbulencetlevels. An increase in the 

level of turbulence intensity shows a greater lateral wind 

component. This leads to a greater change in the direction 

of the wind. Due to these large changes and narrow regions, 

the two models may not reproduce the observations well.  

  

(iv) Parktefficiency  

  

The errortbars shown in Figure 11 correspondtto the 

uncertaintytof insufficient energy, and the confidence level 

of thetSCADA results is 68%. Improving the modeltresults 

by post-processing the windtdirection uncertaintytusing a 

Gaussiantdistribution is considerable. The Gaussian 

intermediate version of the Jensen and Larsen models 

showed good agreementtwith measurements.tHowever, 

significanttdifferences were observed around the largest 

and smallest critical areas of the wind direction.   

  

Especially in the first three reference cases, a narrow wind 

zone of 5° (±2.5°) is the main sourcetoftuncertainty, as the 

average data is 10 minutes, most likely including wind 

direction. Beyond this range. In general, according to the 

results obtained by the HornsRev wind farm, the Larsen and 

Fuga models behave similarly in terms of Gaussian 

distribution of directional uncertainty. In this type of design 

where the distance between the turbines is small, it is 

observed that the closed k-ε-fP of the Ellipsys 3D RANS 

captures the wind speed in the turbine closest to the current 

well. It can be said thatteven thoughtthetdirection spacing is 

narrow (±2.5°) for the average data of 10 minutes, the 

performance of alltmodels is generally very good at all 

reference points.  
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Figure 7:tLillgrund PowertDeficit at (a) 3.3D for 120±15º  (b) 4.3D for 

222±15º [1]  

 
Figure 8:tLillgrund powertdeficit in a rowtwith (a) 3.3D spacing at 

120±2.5º  (b) 4.3D spacing at 222±2.5º [1]  

  

 
Figure 9:tLillgrund powertdeficit in a rowtwith (a) 3.3D spacing, 2 

missing turbines and at 120±2.5º  (b) 4.3D spacing, 1 missing turbine at 

222±2.5º [1]  

 
Figure 10:tLillgrund powertdeficit in a rowtat (a) 3.3D with 120±2.5º  (b)  

4.3D with 222±2.5º [1]  

 
Figure 11:tLillgrund wind farmtefficiency for inflowtsector 0-360º with 3º 

increment and 1.5º sector [1]  

2nd Approach: -  

 Two models (Top-Hat and Gaussian) were compared using 

LES data and different field data, as shown in Table 1. Five 

different situations were analyzed. Cases 1 and 3 analyze the 

SOI-based actuator lines of a wind turbine that wake up in a 

turbulent boundary laminar flow. Case 4  

analyzes the ERP study conducted by Shamsoddin and Porte-

Agel after a 1 MW turbine wake-up. Case 5 analyzes 

Hezaveh et al., using SOI to simulate the wake of two 

turbines, separating the distances of 1.6D. Table 1 

summarizes the important characteristics and inflows of the 

turbine.  

  

Table 1:tImportant characteristics of turbines andtincoming flow [3]  

 
c: blade chord length ξ: Turbine aspect 

ratio (H/D) Uh: Mean wind speed at 

turbine equator  

Iu: Turbulence level (σu/Uh)  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
Z h :  Hub height of turbine   

λ R :   Tip - speed  ratio   
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Fig 12:tTime-averaged streamwise windtvelocity, normalized 

withthubheight speed, in centraltvertical (left) and lateral planes (right). 

From top to bottom: Case 1, Case 2 and Case 3 [3]  

  

In Figure 12, it can be seen that as the air moves faster to the 

wake, the wake expands and recovers behind the turbine with 

a downstream distance x. In addition, the wake appears to be 

stronger for higher peak speed ratios associated with higher 

thrust coefficients. The larger cross section in Case 3 results 

in a larger pulse deficit, so the wake region behind the turbine 

is larger.  

 
Fig 13:tVelocity deficit in wall-normal (left) andtspanwise (right) 

directions for CASE 1. GaussiantModel (black solid line),tTop-Hat 

Model (Red solid line) andtLES Data (open circle). [3]  

  

 

Fig 14: Same as Figure 13 for CASE 2. [3]  

 
Fig 15: Same as Figure 13 for CASE 3. [3]  

 
Fig 16: Same as Figure 13 for CASE 4. LES data (open circle) taken 

from Shamsoddin & Port-Agel. [3]  

 
Fig 17:tSchematic of two turbinest(left) and wall-normaltvelocity deficit  

(right) for CASE 5.tField data (asterisk) and LEStdata (open circle) 

taken fromtHezaveh et al. [3]  

  

Figure 13-17 above shows a complete comparison of the two 

theoreticaltwaketmodels and the availabletdata provided in 

Table 1. Both models predict wake expansion and recovery 

with relatively high precision. Although the Top-Hat model 

proved to be unable to correctly capture the wake spatial 

distribution, it is still very usefultdue to its simplicitytand 

consistencytwith the Jensentmodel. The Gaussian wake 

model is moretaccurate than the top hattmodel with 

insufficient predictive speed due to its consistency with the 

physical development of wake turbulence. In addition, we 

found that using the Gaussian wake-up model can better 

model the remote wake-up area and better predict it.  

k w =0.4 I u   ; k*=0.35I u 
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Fig 18: Velocity deficit contours obtained from LES, downwind of 

turbine in cross-sectional planes, for CASE 1. White rectangle represents 

turbine location. [3]  

 
Fig 19: Velocity deficit contours for CASE 1 from Top-Hat model. [3]  

 
Fig 20: Velocity deficit contours for CASE 1 from Gaussian model. [3] 

Figures 18-20 above show the underspeed profile in the 

different x/D cross sections of the CASE 1 obtained from the 

theoretical model and the LES. It is clear from these figures 

that the Gaussian model is consistent with the simulation data 

used to predict the lack of velocity in the downstream wake 

of the turbine.  

4. CONCLUSION  

  

In the analysis of the first method, six developed wake 

models were studied. These models have varying degrees of 

complexity and, in general, represent the various wake-up 

modes available in the windtenergy industry and the research 

community. These models were describedtand compared by 

using Sexbierum on land and  

Lillgrundtoffshore windtfarms. Both reference cases provide 

valuable information on the effects of spaced wind turbines 

(or general wind farm design), average wind direction fan 

shape changes and strength strength. Possible conditions for 

turbulence and wind turbulence.  

Atmospheric stability. The reference case shows that the 

analysis and linearization models (Jensen, Larsen and Fuga 

models) are suitable for the calculation of large wind farms 

because they are computationally robust and reasonably 

priced. They perform well in onshore and offshore 

deployments as long as the tail end regions are 

consideredtand thetatmospheric conditionstare clearly 

defined. The most complex CFD solver (Ellipsys3D RANS 

k - ε and k - ε - fP and LES with turbulent closure) is used in 

the reference case. It has been observed that k - ε - fP and 

LES are particularly consistent with the measurements. 

However, due to theirtcomputational cost, theytare rarely 

implementedtin large wind farms, and theirtapplications are 

often limited to areas near the wake or very complex flows. 

Comparative studies have also shown that in the Lillgrund 

case, the introduction of wind direction uncertainty 

significantlytimproved the accuracy of the Jensen model's 

power prediction, the Larsen and Fuga models. However, as 

far as Sexbierum is concerned, even the latest generation of 

Ellipsys 3D ERP models cannot reproducetthe depth of the 

waketdeficit.tThe limited time period of the data being 

examined and the lacktof information about the inflow 

characteristicstare consideredtto be the cause of the model 

deficiency because they lead toterroneous assumptions. 

Therefore, it is important to emphasize the importance and 

quantity of data set quality for comparative evaluation of 

wake models of wind turbines.  

Two theoretical observation models have been 

systematically derived and validated for the distribution of 

velocity deficits based on different hypotheses. Both models 

can be used with existing digital codes for operational and 

optimization purposes. The top hat model with insufficient 

linear wake velocity is considered to use mass conservation 

and one-dimensional moment theory, while the Gaussian 

model with mass and momentum conservation considers the 

elliptic velocity to be insufficient for Gaussian distribution. 

Field measurements and LES were used to evaluate both 

models and it was found that both models were generally able 

to predict the average wake downstream of the wind turbine. 

However, due totthe consistency betweentthe Gaussian 

waketmodel and the downstream turbulenttwake 

development physics, the Gaussian modeltis moretaccurate 

than thettop hattmodel. In addition, the Gaussian wake model 

successfully captures the spatial distribution of wakes at 

different locations downstreamtof thetturbine. The Gaussian 

model provides better results in remote areas. Results are 

summarized in below table.  

S No  Wake 

Model  

Remarks  

  Approach 1  

(a)  Jensen  
Suitable for large wind-farms,  

Perform well in both off-shore & 

on-shore cases  

(b)  Larsen  

(c)  FUGA  
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(d)  ELLIPSYS3D  

(RANS  

&LES)  

k-ε-fp & LES consistent with  

measurements. Not suitable for 

large wind-farms due to high  

  computational cost. More  

suitable for far wake region and 

complex flows.  

  Approach 2  

(f)  Top-Hat Vs  

Gaussian  

Model  

Gaussian model is more accurate as 

compared to Top-Hat model.  

5. RECOMMENDATIONS  

  

In view of the comparison of different wake models above, 

following is recommended for future: -  

  

(a) The slight deflection of the wake caused by rotation 

of blade, in spanwise directions, has not been considered in 

above discussed models. Therefore, future research might 

aim at quantifying spanwise wake deflection.  

  

(b) Also, spanwise wake deflection may be studied for 

differentttip-speedtratios and turbine soliditiestand their 

effect may be incorporated in above waketmodels.  
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